
ENTERS WORKFORCE

EXPERIENCE 
& EMOTIONS

Energy

Confidence

Skill

THOUGHTS

ACTIONS

FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR FIFTH YEAR TODAYSEVENTH YEARSIXTH YEAR

Graduates with Bachelor’s in 
special education 

Do I really want to be a 
teacher?

What else would I be good 
at?
I just want an opportunity 
to gain experience

I am very motivated by 
finding candidates a good 
match
I do not like cold-calling 
and the pressure of hitting 
sales metrics
Exhausted and unhappy

This is a much better fit for 
my personality, goals, and 
values.
I’m happy with the 
autonomy I’ve been given
I’ve accomplished a lot but 
should I try something new?

This is a new experience to 
learn & grow in HR

This job is boring and I feel 
unmotivated
Is a career in HR meeting 
my needs? Should I try 
something more creative?

I am excited but nervous; 
did I make the right choice?

I am really good at this and 
I like it!
I made the right choice and 
am excited to apply what 
I’ve learn in the real world.

I am having fun & learning 

Did he really just pull out his 
phone during my interview?

Why am I not doing more 
research? UX is not UI
Unhappy with culture and 
workplace experience

Happy to have opportunities 
to do more research & 
strategy

Feeling more supported & 
enjoying the collaboration

How can I learn more about 
Service Design & EX?

There are not a lot of 
companies hiring right now

Disappointed, sad, but not 
surprised

I have more space to 
explore other career paths 
in design

I wish more companies were 
hiring for this role/
understood the value
How can I become a leader/
expert in this area?

Validated, supported, & 
excited for the future

Applies to a variety of 
entry-level jobs

Seeks mentorship

Work long hours & 
commute

Discuss career goals with 
manager

Applies to new 
opportunities

Take on more and more 
responsibility

Grow as an HR professional 
& learn more about myself

Pursue new opportunities 
as company struggles

Self reflect and understand 
what is missing

Explore new career path

Network & conduct 
research on creative 
careers/UX Bootcamps

Discuss concerns with 
upper management

Thinks about WX & EX

Apply to jobs that are more 
human-centric and involve 
research/collaboration

Adapt to company 
changes & discuss goals 
with manager
Gain experience with 
service design 

Receive salary increase

Apply to UX/Product roles
Network with HR Design 
thinking folks
Participate in HR Hackathon; 
attend webinars and HR 
design events

Actively search for forward 
-thinking companies (HX)

Interview with companies & 
start to see light at the end 
of the tunnel :) 

Guest-speaker on HR Design 
Podcast

Lead teams in research & 
strategy 

Network heavily, create 
portfolio, apply to deisgn 
jobs

Starts first full-time position 
at a recruiting agency

Accepts position as an in-
house recruiter at 

education company

Starts new position as an 
HR Generalist

Enrolls in full-time immersive 
UX Design program 

Interviews & starts first UXD 
job at a design agency

Accepts new UX Designer 
role

Laid-off due to Covid
Pivot to a career in

 HX Design
 (HR/employee/workplace experience)

I am here


